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Bob I just spoke to Rick Jervey - he is working on setting up that meeting and getting an update on that
information request response. Please coordinate w/him directly if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Rich
>>> Robert Prato 07/19/2007 10:03 AM >>>
Rich
I had asked for a conference call with Surry this week and that has not happened. I also sent out a
couple of emails/phone calls asking for NRR to check on the information request response. The last I
was told, was that their response was in final signature a week prior to last Monday and that we would
get their response no later than last Friday. I have walked over a couple of times this week to see if it
was in Siva's office or mail box or to see if Rich J. had it. I know Siva is out and I am sure Rich J. his
backup is really busy, therefore, unless you have some objection, I would like to call my contact at Surry
to setup the conference call and to check on the information request response. I will email, Siva and
Rich any information that I get.
Bob
Richard
With regards to conference call with Surry, I think PRA, Ops, Procedural, and licensing staff should
attend and perhaps someone from EP just in case Randy Sullivan has some questions. Randy is out of
town now, so really can not ask him but we should be able to verify EP's attendance tomorrow or
Monday. Again, we would like the conference call on Thursday.
Bob
>>> Richard Guzman 7/11/2007 7:50:03 AM >>>
Bob - we are ready to assist in arranging the conference calls w/PB and Surry for next week - please
give us a sense of which individuals or technical groups on the licensee's side will be needed to best
support the call. The NRR plant PMs will set up those calls and facilitate those discussions, if needed.
Also, please keep us in tune w/your action plan for identifying/contacting additional participants.
Thanks,
Rich
>>> Robert Prato 07/11/2007 7:23 AM >>>
Jimi, John
I would like to thank the team for a job well done. The meeting in general went very well and we did
get some constructive feedback from the committee. I would like to put together a brief summary on
yesterday's meeting. I plan to identify the key areas discussed and to identify what big picture
comments and/or concerns that were expressed during the meeting. I would also like to identify what
actions we should consider as a result of ACRS feedback. This is not to imply that we will act upon each
or any of them, just weigh the value to determine if we should take any action.
I would like some assistance to review the transcript and build on the list of items started by Autumn
and include any items from our December meeting, which apparently was never done. I think we will

.

I,

need to review this end product to remove some of the simple questions that were asked and answered
without any controversy to have an effective list of follow-up actions for the staff and a listing of ACRS
thoughts and ideas.
I would also like Jimi and I to meet with Hossein to set up the next ACRS meeting ASAP, and to start
working on the context and the timing for that meeting.
We must identify other plants. La Salle was suppose to start in June and we still haven't identified a
third player. We will most likely not be able to meet the 9/2008 schedule at this point but we need to
know the remaining scope (number of plants and plant names) to be able to move forward beyond this
September.
I would also like to arrange a conference call with PB and Surry next week. We need to finalize all input
for Peach Bottom, we have some additional questions to ask Surry and we need to status them on our
plans for future communications.
I will be meeting with Sandia this morning to discuss the project and to help define any adjustments
that may be needed to the contract. We won't be able to complete this activity but at least understand
the activities, budget and schedule adjustments that will be needed. We also need to discuss the
increase in risk communication activities they raised last month.
Bob

